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Probing the effective mass anisotropy ofG electrons in a GaAsÕ„AlGa…As quantum well
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We use resonant magnetotunneling spectroscopy to probe the band structure of the lowest-energy electron
subband of a GaAs~001! quantum well, embedded in a resonant tunneling diode. A magnetic field,B, is
applied perpendicular to the tunneling direction. The amplitude and bias position of the resonant peaks in the
tunnel current are sensitive to both the magnitude and orientation ofB relative to the crystalline axes. Consis-
tent with earlier work, the axis of the anisotropy rotates by 90° on reversing the bias direction, as a result of
interface band mixing. By incorporating a single atomic layer of InAs into the quantum well we can modify the
eigenfunction of the lowest subband and hence control and investigate the nature of the band anisotropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The precise form of the band structure of GaAs close
theG point of the Brillouin zone has been the focus of mu
attention, most recently in connection with the stripe pha
of the quantum Hall effect.1 Several experimental studies o
the band structure have been concerned with a determina
of the in-plane effective mass of electrons confined in Ga
~AlGa!As quantum wells~QWs! and its dependence on th
QW width.2 However, such experiments are not sensitive
any anisotropy of the effective mass. Recently, there h
been reports of an axial effective-mass anisotropy forG elec-
trons in QWs~Refs. 3–5! grown on ~001! planes. The ex-
periments involved the technique of resonant magnetotun
ing spectroscopy, in which electrons tunnel perpendicula
the plane of the QW. A similar procedure has been use
probe the conduction-band6 and valence-band anisotropies
high energies in a wide quantum well.7 The voltage at which
a particular resonance occurs is a measure of the energ
the state into which the electron is tunneling. By applying
magnetic field,B, in the plane of the quantum well, the tun
neling electrons are given an in-plane component of mom
tum, due to the action of the Lorentz force. Since moment
is conserved in the tunneling process, by varying the dir
tion of the in-planeB, the dispersion curve of the electron
may be investigated by monitoring how the bias voltage
which a particular resonance occurs depends on the ma
tude and direction of the magnetic field.

The origin of the axial anisotropy may be explained qua
tatively in terms of a difference in the band mixing that o
curs, respectively, at the GaAs/~AlGa!As and ~AlGa!As/
GaAs interfaces on each side of the QW.5 The important
asymmetry is that the Al-As~or the Ga-As! bond planes at
the two sides of the QW have orthogonal@110# and @110#
orientations. Figure 1 shows schematically the arrangem
of atoms for an AlAs/GaAs interface, but similar remar
apply to the Al0.4Ga0.6As/GaAs interface of the type occu
ring in our samples. Assuming ideal interfaces, with no b
applied to the resonant tunneling diode in which the QW
confined, the two directions are equivalent. However, whe
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205305~6!/$20.00 67 2053
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voltage is applied, the electric field breaks the symmetry,
to the polar character of the bonds. At one interface,
example, the field pushes electrons closer to the first plan
Ga atoms in the well and away from the first plane of
atoms in the barrier. At the opposite interface, where
bonds have a different orientation, the electrons are for
towards the As atoms. Experimentally, there are two prin
pal effects of the bias. One is to alter the polarization of
bond, thereby increasing the anisotropy. The second effe
to push the peak of the envelope function of the QW st
closer to one of the interfaces, depending on the sign of
bias. Therefore, the measured anisotropy depends on bot
magnitude and the sign of the applied voltage.5

In this paper, we further investigate the origin of the a
isotropy effect by engineering the form of the envelope wa
function of the electrons in the QW. This is achieved by t
introduction of a thin InAs layer at various positions with
the GaAs QW. By placing the layer in the center of the we
we are able to increase the localization of the electrons at
center of the QW, reducing the probability density at t
interfaces. In this case, we do not observe the reversal o
anisotropy on changing the bias direction, although we s
see the well-established, fourfold anisotropy of t
G-conduction band, typical of zinc-blende semiconducto
In contrast, when the InAs layer is close to one of the ba
ers, the envelope function is compressed closer to that in
face. The measurements show axial anisotropy, simila
that seen in samples without an InAs layer, but the form
not dependent on the sign of the applied bias. Conseque
we are able to control the strength of the band mixing
embedding an InAs layer at different positions in the QW

II. SAMPLES

All devices were resonant tunneling diodes~RTDs! grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy onn1-doped,~001! GaAs sub-
strates. There are three types of structures, which we labe
B, and C. Type A was a conventional RTD, with a 11.2-n
GaAs QW sandwiched between two, 8.3-nm-wi
Al0.4Ga0.6As barriers. Two nominally undoped 50-nm spac
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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layers separate the barriers from gradedn-type contact re-
gions, with the donor concentration increasing from
31017 cm23 to 331018 cm23. Type B devices were of the
same basic structure except that a thin wetting layer~WL! of
InAs was incorporated in the QW, close to the~AlGa!As/
GaAs interface. The WL had a width of 1 monolayer, sma
than the critical thickness for the formation of self-assemb
quantum dots.8 In type C structures, the WL was at the cen
of the QW. Details of devices B and C are given in the Ta
I. For all the devices, ohmic contacts were produced by s
cessive deposition of AuGe, Ni, and Au layers with sub
quent annealing. Mesas, with diameters between 50mm and
200 mm, were fabricated using conventional optical litho
raphy and chemical etching.

Figure 2 shows the conduction-band profile for each
the samples with an applied bias ofV5300 mV. At this bias,
due to the presence of the spacer layer between the con
and the QW, a two-dimensional electron gas forms at
emitter barrier. Also shown in the figure are the results
self-consistent calculations of the wave function of the el
tronic ground state of the QW, obtained using the Sch¨-

FIG. 1. ~a! Tetrahedral bonding at the normal AlAs/GaAs inte
face ~GaAs on AlAs!. The Al-As bonds lie in the~110! plane and
the Ga-As bonds lie in the~110! plane. With the projection on the
~110! plane Ga, Al, and As atoms are indicated by small clos
circles. At an inverted interface these planes are interchanged~b!
The bonding arrangement in an AlAs/GaAs/AlAs quantum we
with the projection on the~110! plane.
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dinger and Poisson equations. A self-consistent solution
the nonlinear system of Schro¨dinger-Poisson equations is ob
tained by a numerical method which is similar to that d
scribed in Ref. 9. The presence of the InAs WL modifies
electronic structure of the QW by creating a deep and nar
well, in addition to the broader GaAs QW formed by the tw
~AlGa!As barriers. In sample A@Fig. 2~a!#, at V5300 mV,
the ground-state wave function is displaced slightly to
right; the amplitude of the wave function is about twice
large at the right-hand interface as it is at the left. For sam
B @Fig. 2~b!#, the wave function is compressed against t
emitter interface, despite the effect of the applied volta
Finally, Fig. 2~c! shows that, for type C devices, the groun
state wave function is localized much closer to the cente
the well than in type A and the applied bias has only a sm
effect on the relative amplitudes of the wave function at
two interfaces.

Figure 3~a! shows the wave functions, at zero bias, of t
first two electronic states for a QW with the wetting lay
close to the left-hand barrier. We have also calculated
energies of the first three electronic states as a function of
position of the WL in the QW@Fig. 3~b!#. It is easy to un-
derstand the energy dependence qualitatively. For the gro
state, the total energy is lowest when the potential minim
is at the center of the QW, where the wave function h
maximum amplitude. In contrast, for the first excited sta
when the WL is at the center of the QW, the energy is alm
the same as in the unperturbed QW, because the wave f
tion has a node. Note that, for sample C, where the WL is
the center of the well, the ground-state energy is below
GaAs conduction-band edge. This means that, at zero b
the lowest-energy subband of the quantum well is popula
by electrons so that it is in resonance with electrons occu
ing states in the heavily doped contact layer in zero magn
field. In contrast, for samples A and B, the energies of
ground state are well above the band edge and it is neces
to apply a bias of about 100 mV to bring the lowest-ener
subband of the well into resonance.

III. EXPERIMENT

We use resonant magnetotunneling spectroscopy to p
the in-plane dispersionE(ki) of electrons in the QW. At a

d

,

TABLE I. Layer composition of devices.

Material Sample B Sample C Doping (cm23)

GaAs 0.3mm 0.3mm 331018

GaAs 50 nm 50 nm 231017

GaAs 50 nm 50 nm undoped
Al0.4Ga0.6As 8.3 nm 8.3 nm undoped
GaAs 1 nm 5.5 nm undoped
InAs 0.3 nm 0.3 nm undoped
GaAs 10 nm 5.5 nm undoped
Al0.4Ga0.6As 8.3 nm 8.3 nm undoped
GaAs 50 nm 50 nm undoped
GaAs 50 nm 50 nm 231017

GaAs 0.3mm 0.3mm 331018

GaAs substrate substrate 331018
5-2
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particular voltage,Vp , electrons in the contacts will be reso
nant with a state in the well and there will be a peak inI (V).
When a magnetic field,B, is applied in the plane of the wel
electrons tunneling into the well over a distanceDs acquire
an in-plane momentum componentDki5eBDs/\ in the di-
rection perpendicular to the magnetic field due to the ac
of the Lorentz force. In the absence of scattering, momen
is conserved. In general, the voltage at which the reson
peak occurs will change by an amountDVp , which is ap-
proximately proportional toE(ki). In other words, the extra
energy acquired by the electron as a result of its in-pl
motion means that more voltage is required to reach re
nance. By rotating the direction ofB in the plane of the QW,
it is possible to investigate any anisotropy of the band str
ture in the~001! plane.

Figure 4~a! shows theI (V) characteristics at 4.2 K fo
sample B in magnetic fields up to 7 T, applied parallel to
@100# direction in the plane of the QW. The effect of th
magnetic field is to broaden the resonance and shift i
higher bias. The shift in voltage,DVp , varies approximately
as B2 @Fig. 4~b!#, consistent with a parabolic dispersion r

FIG. 2. The conduction-band profile and the probability dens
uCu2 of the wave functions of the lowest-energyE1 electronic QW
subband:~a! the control sample A;~b! sample B, with an InAs layer
near the~AlGa!As/GaAs interface; and~c! sample C, with an InAs
layer in the center of the GaAs QW, calculated using the Sch¨-
dinger and Poisson equations at biasV5300 mV.
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lation for electrons in the well, sinceDki;B.
WhenB is rotated, both the magnitude of the peak curre

values I p and Vp change in a correlated manner, i.e., t
directions associated with larger currents also correspon

y

FIG. 3. ~a! The conduction-band profile and wave functions
the E1 electronic states of the samples with an InAs layer close
an interface.~b! The calculated energy of the QW quasibound sta
as a function of the position of the InAs layer for a 11-nm GaA
AlGaAs QW with a layer of thickness WL51 ML. The dashed lines
show the energy of the QW quasibound states for an 11-nm Ga
AlGaAs QW without an InAs layer.

FIG. 4. ~a! I (V) characteristics of sample B as a function
magnetic field from zero to B5 7 T, with steps of 1 T, applied
parallel to a@100# direction in the plane of the quantum well.~b!
Peak position plotted vs B.
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larger voltage shifts. Generally, however, the current is
more sensitive probe of the anisotropy than is the b
shift.4,5,10 Typical experimental data for sample A, for th
variation of the voltage position and the peak current w
the direction of magnetic field at 5 T, are shown as po
plots in Fig. 5, in both forward and reverse biases. A ma
mum current modulationDI /I of about;0.4% is observed
with a clear, twofold anisotropy observed for both bias dire
tions. The anisotropy of the voltage position has a sim
magnitude, indicating a corresponding anisotropy in the
fective mass. Note that the principal axis of the anisotrop
different for the two bias directions, rotating by 90° as t
voltage is reversed.

In Fig. 5, 0° corresponds to a@100# direction, so the prin-
cipal axes for the anisotropy are oriented along the^110&
directions. Furthermore, as reported by Rekeret al.,5 the
principal axes for the two bias directions are orthogona
each other. These plots reflect the variation of electron
ergy at constantki and hence show that the constant ene
surface of the QW subband is anisotropic, with the princi
axes along thê110& directions, consistent with the orthogo

FIG. 5. Polar plot of the peak current and the peak position
the control sample A for theE1 resonance, as the field is rotated
the plane of the interface. Magnetic fields of 5 T were applied in
~a! forward and~b! reverse bias directions, respectively.
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nal orientation of bond planes at opposite interfaces in
QW. As discussed above, the effect of changing the bias i
push the ground-state wave function to one of the interfa
depending on the sign ofV.

Figure 6 shows similar polar plots for sample B, in whic
a WL is embedded in the QW, close to the~AlGa!As/GaAs
interface. Again, there is a pronounced twofold anisotro
but, in this case, the direction of the bias has no effect on
orientation of the principal axis. The results may be und
stood in terms of Fig. 2~b!. The effect of the WL is to com-
press the wave function close to one of the interfaces.
applied bias of 300 mV has little effect on this compressio
so one would not expect to see any change in the anisot
on reversing the bias. For both voltage directions, the ani
ropy is that of the~AlGa!/GaAs interface. However, it is
necessary to apply some bias to induce the band anisot
between the two crystallographic directions.

The results for sample C, where the InAs WL is in th
center of the sample, are shown in Fig. 7. For this sample
zero magnetic field, the ground state is occupied and re
nant tunneling occurs around zero bias. However, at 8 T,
resonance peak has shifted to about 150 mV. As in the o
two cases, the zero of the angular scale corresponds to

f

e

FIG. 6. The peak current and peak position vs in-plane magn
field direction for sample B for theE1 resonance. Magnetic field
of 5 T were applied in the~a! forward and~b! reverse bias direc-
tions, respectively.
5-4
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PROBING THE EFFECTIVE MASS ANISOTROPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205305 ~2003!
magnetic field oriented along a@100# direction. There are
three principal features in the anisotropy for this case rela
to samples A and B. First, the anisotropy has a fourfold sy
metry instead of the axial symmetry of the two other cas
Second, the principal axes are@100# and @010#, instead of
@110# and @110# as for A and B. Finally, the pattern is th
same in forward and reverse biases. Similar remarks a
for all values of applied magnetic field.

Unlike sample B, where the positioning of the WL intro
duces an intrinsic asymmetry into the device, in sample C

FIG. 7. Dependence of the peak in conductance and the p
position vs in-plane magnetic-field direction for sample C for t
E1 resonance. Magnetic fields of 8 T were applied in the~a! and~c!
forward and~b! reverse bias directions, respectively.
.
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WL is at the center of the QW. Therefore, we attribute t
lack of dependence of the anisotropy on bias direction to
localization of the ground-state electronic wave function,
shown in Fig. 2~c!. Even with 300 mV applied, there is n
significant shift of the peak of the wave function from th
center of the QW. Figure 2~c! also shows that the amplitud
of the wave function is very small at the interfaces, partic
larly compared with the case for that of sample A. Therefo
it is likely that the interfaces will have a much smaller effe
on the in-plane dispersion than that in the other two cas
and that the anisotropy observed for sample C is due t
bulk effect. The fourfold symmetry of the anisotropy, wi
principal axes corresponding to the sides of the cubic u
cell, is also consistent with theoretical predictions11 of the
magnitude of the effective-mass anisotropy close to theG
point in bulk GaAs. We therefore argue that, for samples
which a WL is placed at the center of the QW, the observ
anisotropy of the dispersion relation reflects that of bu
GaAs and is not related to the interfaces at all. Compara
results were obtained by Hugheset al.,6 who performed a
similar experiment using a wide~120 nm! QW without an
InAs layer. Figure 7~c! shows the anisotropy of the bias po
sition, which has the same symmetry as the conducta
The anisotropy of the effective mass is;0.5%.

In summary, we see a small^110& twofold anisotropy
relative to the direction of B, similar to that reported in Re
5, for sample A. This anisotropy can be understood by
orthogonal^110& orientation of bond planes at opposite i
terfaces of the quantum well. For sample B, in which a w
ting layer of InAs is embedded near the~AlGa!As/GaAs in-
terface, we also observe two-fold anisotropy. However,
this case, the principal axis of anisotropy did not rotate up
reversing the bias. The wave function in sample B is co
fined close to one of the~AlGa!As/GaAs interfaces for both
bias polarities and, as a result, the observed anisotropy
flects only the band mixing at this interface. A fourfold a
isotropy, spanned by the@100# and@010# directions, was ob-
served for sample C, in which a wetting layer of InAs
embedded in the central plane of the GaAs QW. These d
reflect theG-minimum anisotropy of the GaAs QW and a
not related to the interface.
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